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Dear Larry,
(u) In accordance with the practice we have followed in the past, you
will find attached' a copy of the minutes from the recent Nuclear
Planning Group meeting held in Brussels, Belgium on 10 December 1974.
This copy is for your information and retention.
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MEMORANDUM
SUBJECT:

FOR ASSISTANT SECRETARY
AFFAIRS

OF DEFEN~E,

INTERNATIONAL

SECURITY

Memor<lndum of Conve rsat ion - ACT ION MEI10RANDUM(U)

(U) Attached for your approval is the t-Iernorandumof Conversation of
the 16th Ministerial Meeting of the NATO Nuc.lear Planning Group in
Brussels. Belgium on 10 December 1974. The individuals who took the
notes during the ~linisters' discussions are listed below:
USMISSION

NATO

STATE DEPARTMENT

11r. John A. Woodworth

?

Mr. Gerald Helman'
Mr. Le s Brown
Mr. Robert Collins
iCSigned) Harry E. Bergold
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HARRY E. BERGOL.D, JR.
Deputy Assistant Secretary
European & -NATO AHa i rs
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NOTE ON DI,SSEMINATION AND ACCESS

In accordance with understandings among .the United States and the other NATO Nuclear
Planning Group (NPG) member nations, discussions conducted in the HPG are privileged,
and documentation related to such discussions is to be made available only to a very
limIted number of personnel in each member country who have a direct need-to-know.
Specifically, the NPG countries have agreed that no formal verbatim or summary records
of the NPG meetings will be kept, although Individual countries are permitted to take
notes for their own use, If they so desire. The US notes on the December 1974 NPG
meeting are contained In this NOFORN Memorandum of Conversation.
Accordingly, dissemination of this Memorandum of Conversation is to be rigorously
limited and recipients are directed to restrict distribution within their respective
activities in strict observance of the le.tter and intent of our understandings with
the other NPG member countries. Only a limited number of action officers should in
the normal course of events have access to this document.
Distribution by recipients of the Memorandum of Conversation to per.sonnel outside of
their respective activIties or to' those who are not full-time permanent employees of
the United States Government should not be necessary and, in extraordinary cases,
shall be made only with the prior permission, on a case-by-case basis, of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Inte~national Security Affairs).
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NATO NUCLEAR PLANNING GROUP MEETING
16TH MEETING - NATO HEADQUARTERS, BELGIUM
10 DECEMBER 1974
OPENING REHARKS\-,
.'

"

The NPG convened at 1620, December 10 in the Presentation Room at NATO Headquarters, Brussels. Secretary General: Luns welcomed the various Ministers and
other representatives and extended a particular welcome to new participants.
He said he hoped the new participants· would find the NPC to be a rewarding
institution in providing the forum for consultations on sensitive nuclear issues
in a select group.
SVG Luns said thafhe assumed all understood the difficulties which required the NPG to meet at~ this time in Brussels (NATO Headquarters)
and to address an agenda limited in subject matter and scope but he hoped that
no precedent was thereby established) ~
SYG Luns invited Secretary Schlesin9~r' to provide a strategic briefing and noted
that the classification for the brie~,ng would be COSMIC TOP SECRET ATOMAL.
AGENDA ITEM I - STRATEGIC BALANCE BRIEFING
Secretary SChlesin~er thanked SYG tuns. He began his briefing by stating t~at
there have been major changes In the nuclear environment. The single most Important change was the Vladivostok understanding and the manner in which that understanding reads back into MBrR. Vladivostok had a happy consequence insofar as
FBS are concerned, and regarding which'we received such good advice from the
All ies. SALT developments will also require the Allies to get into the question
of whether a nuclear element should be' introduced into MBFR. Secretary Schlesinger
re ca Iled, as a background factor, that, the Nunn Amendments requi re the Uni ted
States to produce a rationale for its nuclear posture in Europe. This effort
wi II find a feedback into the nature10f an MBFR nuclear element. The U.S. attitude In this regard can be described a$ wanting to maintain in Europe a very
ample tactical nuclear capability. Any adjustments in nuclear warheads in Europe
should insure that the nuclear posture of the Alliance is enhanced and not diminished. Thus, the Secretary said, before making any recommendation under the
Nunn Amendments, the U.S. will consu'~;with the Allies. In this regard, the
Secretary noted the SYGls parallel stuay on the Nunn report.
Turning in more detail to the Vladivostok agreement, Secretary Schlesinyer said
that it potentially entails a ceiling on central strategic systems unti -r985.
The Vladivostok understanding ca lls for equal aggregates of nuclear del ivery
vehicles. In contrast to SALT I, the numbers arrived at are higher and are symmetrical and include bombers. The agreement calls for further reductions, which
if they Occur will maintain the principle of equality, Furthermore, there is
freedom to mix. There is some constraint in that the restraints on silos contained in SALT I are carried over to SALT I I but this will have no effect on
total numbers. The Vladivostok understanding calls for 1320 MIRVed vehicles.
The number basically is a u.S,·suggest'ion and allows the U.S. to deploy TRIDENTPOSEIDON and MINUTEMAN III as planned. There are no restrictions on mobile
ICBMs.
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tn the latter connection. Secretary Schlesinger noted that the Soviets have in
development a mobile ICBM and that wowJd mean an important change. This should
not be surprising, in that the Soviets have repeatedly in the past told us that
they would do under SALT I what they could do. He noted that there was a U.S.
unilateral statement in 1972.that any deployment by the USSR of mobile missiles
would be considered inconsistent with SALT I. It is not clear, however, ~hat
the status of that uni lateral statement is today. The Secretary further noted
that the SRAH mi ss i les on B-1 land B-'52 bombers have ranges less than 600 mi Ies
and would thus not be included in totals under a SALT II agreement. There is
no limit on throw-weight and no Iimit,on bomber payload. There is no limit on
new models and replacement except ort MIRVed systems. Finally, Secretary
Schlesinger pointed out, despite poJerful Soviet blandishments there is no inclusion of FBS systems in SALT II. Pa(~~thetically, the Secretary noted that FBS
is a Soviet tenn which he would prefer to see dropped.
The Secretary said that it is the decision to drop FBS which should reassure
the Allies, who have adopted a pos i ti on in this regard with which the Secretary
strongly agrees. FBS are in no way 'COnstrained under SALT II and continue to
provide an opportunity for NATO to i'nfluence the Soviet military posture in
Eas te rn Eu rope.
/"

;

Secretary Schlesinger displayed a sHde which was a comparison of first-line
non-central launchers. The Secretary commented that the Soviets have always
complained that forward-based systems'threatened the Soviet heartland. Ho.-Iever.
this complaint has not been borne out: by the facts. The Soviets have about as
many non-central systems as the Alli~s. There is no obvious difference between
the two.
The Secretary then turned to a slidei.dealing with the current Soviet posture on
SALT. He recalled that the Soviets have followed a hard line on negotiations.
They have always asserted that the numbers contained in SALT I were equitable
and Should be continued in SALT II. In addition. the Soviets have put forward
other unsound and illogical propositions. Their logic was faulty on non-central
systems. It is clear that there is no, reason to compensate the Soviets in this
regard. The Soviets have also demanded co~ensation from the U.S. for the nuclear
weapons of its NATO Allies. They have maintained and argued since 1972 to the
effect that if the UK and France dep\o~ed nuclear submarines. the Soviet Union
would have to take compensatory meas~res. But the Soviets have dropped that
position.
It was an illogical position in any event because the Soviets did not
offer to include Soviet systems aimed at the UK and France. Soviet illogic
showed in a third way. The USSR has been having trouble with the Chinese and so
the Soviets had to argue for compensation with respect to the Chinese. However,
the U.S.-Chinese-Soviet relationship.~~ trilateral and nowhere did the Soviets
imp Iy that the U. S. as we 11 as the USSR mi ght need compensation wi th respect to
any growing Chinese nuclear threat. 'There are other areas of SALT negOtiations
on which the Soviets took an illogical position. For example, the Soviets wanted
to exclude the 8-1 and TRIDENT as "new" systems but sought to include some of
their systems which were under development. However, President Ford took a firm
position that there would be equal agg'regates and rejected all illogical Soviet
positions.
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secretary Schlesinger next addressed Slide 1-27 which showed some of the problems that might arise in SALT II by 1980-85 and some of the solutions that might
be developed. With this as a backdrop he discussed the advantages for the U.S.
in the SALT agreement. One such advantage is that the U.S. made clear it would
not sign a non-equal treaty in terms of numbers. In 1972, a technological advantage enjoyed by the U.S. justified inferior U.S. numbers. However given projections in development of Soviet technology, by 1985 the U.S. advantage would fade
and so the U.S. had to insist on equal aggregates. Secretary Schlesinger further
recalled that achieving arms balance is easier than achieving stability. Arms
balance comes from equal aggregates. Stability means holding down numbers of
forces so that they do not have the capab i 1 ity to threaten one another. Itwas
necessary for stability towards 1985' for the U.S. to get arms balance, and that
is what President Ford achieved. Bu.t; equal aggregates do have the potential
of higher costs. However, th~re was no arms balance achieved through limiting
such matters as throw-weight. To insist upon achieving arms balance would have
necessitated difficult negotiations .and, in any event, the Soviet approach to
arms control is not sophisticated.ihey
do not seem to understand what is
invo Ived.
Secretary Schlesinger called for questions.
Defense Minister Vanden Boeynants (Belgium) commented that at first glance the
results of SALT seemed substantfal. But the basic question of control remains.
He noted that we are al I practical men and know that agreements can be made but
the real problem is how to insure that they are Iived up to. How wi II the agreements be supervised and how will they be carried out in practice? If there can
be guarantees on that score, it is fai:r to say that the SALT understanding is
a substantial agreement.
Secretary SChlesinger responded by noting that decisions at Vladivostok do not
constitute an agreement as yet but the framework or outline for one to be signed
hopefully in June-July 1975. In the+mean t Ime , the U.S. will be engaged in settingup a system of verification.
In that connection, Secretary Schlesin9.er said
he cannot assume that every small violation by the Soviet Union of an agreement
wi I I be detected. But, he can say that there wi II be a system set up so there
wilJ be a high degree of confidence that any substantial violation will be
detected. Turning to the question of detecting numbers, Secretary Schlesinger
said that to be MIRVed a missile mus't'be tested. If the Soviet Union "'IRVls a
missi Ie without testing, it risks losing in the neighborhood of 10-15 bi Ilion
dollars in development costs if the missile fails. The Soviets have shown considerable caution in how they invest their Rand 0 funds. Thus, the U.S. wi II
be watChing tests on the SS-X-16, J7, 18 and 19 and sea-based missi les to see
whether they are tested in the MIRVed mode.
If they are, we are certain to
detect the test. If successfully tested in the MIRVed mode, then the U.S. will
be entitled to assume that all such mi:ssiles deployed are MIRVed. Thus, in
deploying the SS-X-19 -- which is ju~t over the point of successful testing -we w,ill count all SS-X-19 s deployed' as MIRVed. And we will monitor various
missile fields to see what missiles are deployed. If the Soviets say they are
not MIRVed, our intention is to say'ttiat all systems successfully tested as
MIRVed must be counted as MIRVed. Secretary Schlesinger commented that the
I
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ques ti00 of mon itori n9 numbers is a
tt le more amb iguous because it may invo Ive
mobile ICBMs which are not now known; to be deployed. But mobile missiles can
only be deployed in certain areas and we will monitor those areas so that we
can make an estimate against the total'. We may miss 25-40 missiles, but any
substantial deployment of mobile ICBMs.would be discovered. The Secretary'said
it is important to recall that in arriving at numbers, the Soviet Union allowed
the U.S. to achieve a larger force than it had before. whereas the Soviets had
to take a small reduction. In concluding his response, Secretary Schlesinger
reaffirmed that the U.S. will not sign an agreement unless there is a high confi dence in our abi 1ity to moni tor.
:
Minister Leber (Federal Republic of Germany) assumed that U.S. missile accuracies
remain greater than those of Soviet systems despite the larger throw-weight of
the latter. Can we assume that the Soviets will attempt greater missi Ie accuracies, and that the U.S. will attempt to match Soviet throw-weights?
In concluding, Minister Leber noted that a'new political element existed in the strategic equation. This might be termed a's the third stage of nuclear development.
The first stage featured the U.S. nuclear monopoly with Alliance strategy based
on massive retal iation. The second phase came with Soviet possession of nuclear
weapons at which time "flexible response" -- which required more attention to
conventional forces -- became the Al~iance's strategy. Stage III might be called
the "Vladivostok stage", and represents a political process of the greatest importance since it is predicated upon a de facto parity in the strategic forces of
both sides -- a parity which is admitre~
accepted by the U.S. and the Soviet
Union. Minister Leber asked if the Vladivostok agreement would mean a change in
the strategic concept although he assumed that the existing concept would remain
valid. Noting that the importance of conventional forces had grown in the second
phase he had referred to above, Minister Leber suggested that conventional strength
would grow even more important with the advent of agreed strategic parity which
meant, in effect, a strategic stalemate. Thus, the AI Iies must recognize that
the ir defense requ irements will pe rm it.no slippage in the A II iance' s convent iana 1
st rength.
Secretary Schlesinger agreed with Minister Leber's conclusion about the importance
of maintaining conventional strength and with the rationale which supported that
conclusion.
In response to Hinister'Leber's second question, the secrecarv
replied that a new strategy was not r~quired by the Vladivostok agreement. The
adoption of new targetting doctrine for U.S. strategic forces was important in
this context. Assuming that the strategic balance remains the same, the new doctrine will permit U.S. strategic forces to cover targets of interest to Europe,
and will be sufficient to COver the req~irements for deterrence against threats
to both Europe and the United States.: The NATO Triad Concept is still valid,
therefore, and no change in strategy i.'sneeded.
Secretary Schlesinger also pointed out that the Soviets would not be able to
effectively absorb their new strategic systems until the 1980's since they will
need time to develop the operational plans and programs for these systems. As
he had in past NPG meetings, the Secr~tary reminded the All ies that the Soviets
would have operational problems with n;ew MIRV technologies.

Concerning Minister Leberts question'about the differences in accuracy and throwweight of U.S. and Soviet strategi c systems, the Secretary pointed out that the
U.S. continues to have an edge in accuracy. The U.S. had "sleek" RV's while
Soviet RVts are blunt and more subject to buffeting by winds and the effects of
varying air densities. Thus, Soviet:accuracies were at a more primitive level
but were improving and by the early 1980's would be impressive by present standards.
The Secretary noted that the Soviets are deploying missiles with larger throwweights:
the SS-X-IB has a throw-weight of 16,000 pounds while the SS-X-19 MIRV
system has a throw-weight of 6,000 pounds. The SS-X-19 has a throw-weight three
to four times larger than its predecessor, the S5-11.
Referring to a question from Minister' Vanden Boeynants (Belgium), Secretary
SChlesin~r noted there might be some "intellectural reassurance" in realizing
that the oviet deployment of missiles with larger throw-weights in a sense constituted a "quasi-violation" of the 1972 Interim Agreement. What the Soviets
had in fact violated was a 1972 unilateral definition by the U.S. that it would
consider as a "heavy ml s s i le!' any n~ inissile which had a larger volume than
previously-deployed heavy missiles. 'The SS-X-19 is more than 50 percent larger
than the 55-II and thus constitutes a violation of the United States' unilateral
definition.
Its deployment indicateS that the Soviets are prepared to push the
outer edges of what, j s acceptab Ie unde·r the SALT agreements. Wi th the added
throw-weight of their new missiles. the Soviets could have 7-8,000 MIRV's in
the one MT range if they MIRV their entire force. This could give them a significant counter-force capability whi~ the U.S. will have to watch very carefully.
The United States can live with some;disproportions in relative throw-weight
capabilities so long as the overall matching of forces leaves the U.S. and its
All ies undiminished security. In this context, the U.S. should retain its lead
in SL8Ms over the future and this shOu~ld help compensate for Soviet ICBM growth.
If SLBMs and strategic bombers do not provide sufficient compensation against
Soviet strategic forces, the U.S. is:prepared to move into an ICBM with a heavier
throw-weight (either a new missile for the MINUTEMAN I II silo, or a land-mobile
missi le) ,
secretary Schlesinger stressed that th~ U.S. must maintain essential equivalence
and that the Soviets must never feeJ;that an advantage can be exploited in the
strategic area.
I,'
Minister Hason (UK) thanked the Secretary for his statement and noted that the
Vladivostok agreement might represent' a significant "step ahead". He observed
that. so far as MIRV's were concerned, the Vladivostok agreement provided nothing
on verification nor was the U.S. see~ing a MIRV verification arrangement by some
other means. He noted that MIRV developments could be satisfactori Iy controlled
by national monitoring of MIRV-testi~g. The "capping" of the strategic arms
competition by the Vladivostok agree'llentmight prompt a "qualitative" strategic
race with more costly and technol09i~ally sophisticated weapons. Minister Mason
asked if the Vladivostok agreement affected the U.S. freedom to deploy MARV's.
He aslo asked if strategic bombers had been specifically defined in the Vladivostok
agreement (since payload was not affected, had some other definition been set,
e.g. range?).
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Secretary Schlesinger replied that U.S. development of HARV's was not constrained
by the Vladivostok agreement. He agr~ed with Minister Mason that there would be
competition on qualitative nuclear elements. He added that no effective way
existed to monitor all qualitative elements. For example, if we had declared
that neither side should have weapons" with greater accuracy than one-quarter mile
CEP, there would be no way to monitor compliance with such a criterion. The
Secretary pointed out that the nuclear developments unleashed at Alamagordo could
only be channeled and controlled, n~t made to disappear. The world must. therefore, be prepared to live with the major powers adjusting to the dynamics of the
strategic situation. This did not const ltute an "arms race". Indeed, some
features, such as mi ss iIe si lo-hardeni n9 technology, were des irab Ie because
they contributed to stability and security. But there will be qualitative competition. said the Secretary, and tl1e>AIlies must be prepared to adjust to it
and to live with it since there was no inherent "balance of terror" that, once
believed. could be left alone. Thus there will be changes as technology changes.
The Soviets would certainly not issue.a "self-denying ordinance" foregoing the
advantages of teChnological change rn;strategic weaponry.
In responding to another of Minister Mason's questions. Secretary Schlesinger
said that ambiguities remain on Just that a "strategic" bomber is. The U.S.
identified as strategic those forces that could attack the U.S. from the Soviet
Union or which could attack the Soviet Union from the U.S. Any system that did
not have the above capability was. by definition, non-strategic. Such definitions were not altogether satisfactory, however. For example, the U.S. must
watch Soviet tanker/refueling capabilities very closely to guarantee that systems
currently defined as non-strategic do"not. through refueling, obtain a capability
to strike targets in the United StaUes. Such ambiguities wi 11 be the subject
of further discussion in the SALT talks. As an additional example, Secretary
Schlesinger noted that the BACKFIRE;bomber might have the capability to hit some
U.S. targets (it could do so very handily from Arctic air bases), but it was
not fair to assume from this that BACKFIRE was being deployed as a strategic
system. Such ambiguities force US to look carefully at even minor degrees and
d iHe rences .
In a further description of the Vladivostok Agreement, Secretary Schlesinger
noted that itdid not constrain either FBS or other Alliance-related systems.
It did, however, provide for a common ceiling on strategic systems. It was quite
possible, therefore. that the Allies ~hould argue for Soviet acceptance of a
similar ceiling in Central Europe.
Referring to Slide #2 which concerned; the strategic balance. the Secretary noted
the three criteria for preservation ,of the strategic balance:
i

-- An assured second strike capability. The Secretary pointed out, as
he had said before, that under the new targetting doctrine weapons would not
be unleaShed at the outset of a conflict against urban/industrial targets, but
could be withheld during the opening phases to present a risk which might prompt
Soviet agreement to a satisfactory ~onclusion of the conflict.
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-- The United States would make any adjustments required to maintain
essential equivalence and was, if necessary, prepared to go to a "quadriad"
nuclear force structure in which lah4-based mobile missi les would be added to
existing systems. From a political ~tandpoint, it was important that a percei.ved parity be maintained between: the two major strategic forces so that everyone -- not just the Soviets, but the ;NATO All ies, Japan, and others as. well -understand that essential equivalence' continues to exist.
.
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In describing new Soviet systems, Secretary Schlesinger noted that the Soviets
were testing four new ICBMs. The U!S'. assumed the first of these would be
deployed in the fi rst quarter of 1975. These systems represent major new Soviet
capabilities.
The SS-X-18 can carrt' either one warhead with a 25 MT yield or,
in a MIRVed version, eight warheads of about l~ MT each. On the SS-X-18 and
19, the U.S. anticipated a CEP in the range of one-quarter mile. While work
on the SS-X-16 has been delayed, this system is being developed as a possible
mobile launcher and for insertion in'existing 55-13 silos. Referring to the
next slide, Secretary Schlesinger referred to development of the SS-N-IB missile,
which had a range of 4,000 miles, to !'cold-launch" test facilities and to a GOlFclass miss; Ie-test submarine with siX' launch tubes.
Referring to the next slide, the Secretary said that, beyond the SS-N-8 missile,
the Soviet submarine force was also growing. Thus a new version of the DELTAclass submarine had sixteen rather than twelve launch tubes. The Soviets also
are working on a larger, lengthened:D~lTA-class submarine with eighteen, twenty
or twenty-two launch tubes. With tHe'number of launch tubes growing, the Soviets
will reach the 950 number limit set 'for SL8Ms under the 1972 agreement with 62
submarines. The new Soviet deployments indicate that the Soviets are willing
to make the effort required to imprdve their strategic forces. In response to
a question, the Secretary pointed out that the U.S. TRIDENT submarine would
carry 24 missi les with a higher thrOw-weight than that of the Soviets' sS-N-8.
Referring to the next slide, Secretary Schlesinger described a possible Soviet
mobile ICBM which had been seen at Plesetsk. ·Possible prototypes of other
mobile systems had been seen at Volgagrad. Thus the Soviets were experimenting
with land-mobile systems, but the U.S. did not know how serious they were about
such systems.
.
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Referring to Slide D-8-A. the Secretary noted the features of the BACKFIRE
bomber which the Soviets had begun to'operationally deploy with Soviet air and
naval forces.
Referring to U.S. programs, Secretary .Schlesin~er commented on a photograph of
the roll-out ceremonies for the 8-\ bomber (slIde 4), and said that the U.S.
hoped to have the first 8-1 flight-test before the end of 1974. He noted that
the B-1 represented a very impressive; if costly, weapon system which is better
than the 8-52 since it has a 10.-1 rad~r.-cross section and is equipped for the
nuclear envi ronment.
.
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In reviewing a slide (#5) comparing the 9-1 with other aircraft, the Secretary noted that the B-1 was smaller than the B-52 but bigger than the FB-II I
which, in turn, is smaller than the BACKFIRE. He added that the FB-III was
not covered in the Vladi vostok Agreement.
Secretary SChlesinver noted that the U.S. was now bui Iding the first TRIDENT
submarine. The TR DENT had 24 launch tubes to the POSEIDON's 16. The missi Ie
holes were also larger in the TRIDENT and therefore larger missiles could be
deployed. Two such missiles were under development, the TRIDENT I (c-4) and
the TRIDENT II (0-5). The c-4 can be retro-fitted into the POSEIDON submarine,
thus extending the range of its missile capability. The 0-5 could be deployed
only in the TRIDENT and would expand SLBM throw-weight. Indeed, the 0-5 might
be the cheapest way to expand U.S. missi Ie throw-weight capability if that
should appear necessary.
Secretary Schlesinger noted that in ~is 1973 budget presentation to the Congress,
he had suggested that the U.S. would be prepared to alter the TRIDENT program
in favor of the small NARWHAL~class submarine if the Soviets showed restraint
in their strategic systems. The Sovie'ts had not shown such restraint, and the
U.S. would go ahead with TRIDENT as p lanned . He then displayed a slide. with
the characteristics of the TRIDENT s~bmarjne.
Secretary SChlesinger noted that the'U.S. had originally planned 2200 strategic
vehicles. The Vladivostok Agreement:p:ermits 2400; thus the U.S. would plan to
deploy more bombers and SLBMs and to ~tain ICBM-levels at the current number
of 1050.
Accordingly, the United States would retain the POLARIS SSBN during
its entire potential lifetime and would retain the.B-52 G and H model aircraft
all the way through the 19801s. As a replacement bomber comes along, the U.S.
would drop 8-52 Dls from the inventory. Secretary Schlesinger stressed that
the U.S. planned to come up to the numerical levels permittecr-in the Vladivostok Agreement.
It is important that the U.S. do this since if the Soviets
feel the United States is not prepared to come up to the maximum level permitted by the Vladivostok Agreement.-t'hey will have no incentive to negotiate
possible reductions in strategic forces.
Secretary Schlesinger noted that the Vladivostok Agreement represented substantial progress toward an adequate;~egree of arms control. It had positive
aspects for NATO, and it meant that there was a cei Iing on the number of
st rategi c systems rather than an open-ended compet i t ion as in the past. Moreover, the agreement showed that both' the U.S. and Soviet Union could live with
a degree of strategic stability. The Vladiv.ostok Agreement did open questions
about non-central systems and what approach should be taken toward them in
MBFR. The Secretary said that the U:.S. would be studying these questions in
the months to come as would the Allies. The studies would prepare for results
in MBFR, if that were the wish of all the All ies.
secretary General Luns closed discuss lon on the strategic item with a statement
of thanks to Secretary Schlesinger.
.
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AGENDA ITEM 11'- NUNN AMENDMENT
SYG Luns introduced agenda item II, noting that the staff was prepared to
start work on a draft assessment as sQon as the Military Committee had completed its work. He than asked Secretary Schlesinger if he would lead off
the discussion.
secretary Schlesinger noted that theie were two aspects of the Nunn Amendment: One having to do with the reduction of support forces and the authorization to convert the spaces into combat forces, the other having to do with
theater nuclear weapons.
On the support-to-combat aspect, U.S. 'Congressional actions should be viewed
as an antidote to Mansfield tendencies, encouraging US to do what we should
be dOing anyway. The effect would be.entirely beneficial, although there
were some reverberations from the SovIet Union. The USSR had hoped, by
waiting, to see a gradual erosion of the U.S. presence in Europe, through
Congressional action. This waiting game has been spoi led by the Nunn action
and Brezhnev had complained to the P~esident about it at Vladivostok. The
President had responded by noting that if the Soviets were so concerned they
should get on with HBFR, at which point Brezhnev changed the subject.
A second point worth noting is that the Soviets have moved toward a freeze
on force levels. Since the USSR had\i,ncreased its force levels by 100,000
since 1968, we might respond to Soviet insistence on a freeze by suggesting
a freeze at levels existing as of 1 ,January 1968.
,
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On the nuclear aspect of the Nunn Amendment, we have, of course, been considering a nuclear option in MBFR and the Nunn Amendment may provide an
additional inducement in that direction. All should understand, however,
that the Nunn Amendment does not requrre us to make reductions in the stockpile. The requirement is only that of developing a rationale for the warheads
dep Ioyed ab road, and does not dea I wiith de live ry sys tems . The number of wa rheads in Europe, to be blunt, has become a political symbol. We should be
prepared, however, to make any adjustments that seem desirable for military
reasons, particularly if we can get something for these reductions in MBFR.
Many of the weapons in the present i~ventory date from thel950's and early
1960ls and are obsolescent. Moreove'r, when they were deployed there was less
concern than now for their vulnerability and we had little of the air mobility
that we have today. In addition, we will have, before long, between 8-10,000
warheads available in strategic systems which are far less vulnerable than
theater nuclear weapons. We can imp;rove our mi Iitary posture by making some
of these warheads available to SACEU~. In short, what we need to do is
approach the question of our weapons! deployments in NATO with detachment and
objectivity.
Minister Leber (FRG) took the floor ,to thank the Secretary for his explanation.
He expressed his agreement that an analysis of the stockpile would be useful
and that he had no objection to sucn an effort. He wanted, however, to pose
a question about the I April deadlinfrequired for the Congressional report
a deadline that was well known to the Soviets. To pose the hypothetical.
9
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question. suppose we decided that some reductions could be usefully made
without harm to our military capabilities, what would be the tactical utility
of the Nunn Amendment vis-a-vis the 'Soviet Union? The problem is that the
pressure is on the West. There is no pressure on the USSR to offer up anything; it can await presentation of the study to Congress and then sit back
and wa It for subsequent reduct ions. ;
:
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Minister Hason (UK) interjected to say he wished to raise a related question.
Noting that he too appreciated the utility of the study, he feared the nuclear
card would be played before we could even get to the negotiating table. There
would be no time for the NPG to look'at the study and the conclusions contained in it. When they were revealed. as one must assume they would be by
Congress. the nuclear option would be robbed of any weight and Significance.
The question of the presentation of the report on I Apri I. therefore, would be
extremely important.
SYG Luns noted at th is po int that ever.yone in the room was concerned preci sel y
about this point.
Secretary Schlesinger answer~d that there was no political advantage in the
Nunn Amendment no I" was it so des igned., It is in no way tied to Geneva but
concerns only our awn military posture, a point that could also be made about
the manpower aspect of the Nu'nn Amendment. However. the Defense Department
GOuld classify the report and could present it in any degree of detail it
felt appropriate. Conceivably the report to the Congress could even be held
in abeyance for a while. Obviously. the effort could backfire on MBFR but
it was not a necessary consequence ofl ·the Nunn initiative. In particular,
it is worth reemphas iz in9 that there is no requ i rement in the Nunn Amendment
for reductions of warheads in the NATO guidelines area.
Secretary Schlesinger went on to note that the nuclear issue was being hotly
debated in the United States. citing'the recent Brookings ~tudy that suggested
a reduction of 2tOOO warheads. although on what basis was unclear, On the
Soviet side it appeared that they had a capacity to deploy roughly 3.500 weapons.
This might conceptually provide a floor for the U,S. but he did not expect
uS to go that low. It was worth reme~ering, however. that in the 1950's
when the U.S. was pushing its doctrine' of massive retaliation we had about
3.500 weapons deployed. The number rOSe to 7.000 when the "nuclear firebreak"
concept was developed by Sec~etary McNamara in the 1960's.
t
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Minister Leber (FRG) repeated that there was no divergence of view on the
requirement and util ity for the study ~alled for by the Nunn Amendment. He
was relieved that the U.S. had a variety of options open to it in presenting
the Congressional report, and hoped that as a consequence we should not be
faced with a Congressional requirement, for reductions.

secretary Schlesinger replied that ~hile Congress was not entirely predictable, he felt that in this area we could count on Congressional cooperation,
particularly since this was a substantive issue, not an emotional one like
the Mansfield troop reduction amendment.
AGENDA ITEM III - SELECTIVE EMPLOYMENT PLANNING BY THE MAJOR NATO COMMANDERS
Secretary General Luns then moved to Item III and asked General Goopaster and
Admiral Hill-NOrton whether they would be prepared to circulate the papers on
Item III given the time factor. This they agreed to do.
AGENDA ITEM IV - FUTURE WORK PROGRAMME
SYG Luns then turned to Item IV, not'ing that the NPG should decide on the next
ministerial meeting. He said that if no one else offered to host the meeting,
the Italians would be prepared to do so.
He than turned to Secretary
Schlesinger and asked if the prOblem could be put on the broad shoulders of
the United States. At this point Minister Hason suggested that San Francisco
would be a nice place to hold the meeting. Schlesinger then repl ied that the
U.S. would be prepared to hold the meeting, at a site to be determined.
AGENDA ITEM V - ANY OTHER BUSINESS
On Item V, SYG Luns suggested that the agreed minute be settled'after the
meeting and that the Group should now turn to the communique. If the members
approved the communique, it would be released shortly after adjournment. The
draft communique was adopted without change and the meeting was adjourned.
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